NOVO
Panel System

Say hello to Novo. A panel-based system with
clean lines and sharp angles. Novo is available in
both classic monolithic and versatile segmented
panels. Segmented panels allow you to mix and
match fabric, markerboard, perforated metal and
glass in a pre-assembled panel. Combine great
aesthetic, quality, and hassle-free installation to
create the perfect balance of function and design.
friant.com/novo

NOVO

WORKSURFACES

ELECTRICAL / TECHNICAL
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Pre-installed 8-wire, 4 20-amp circuits with easy connections
Powered and non-powered panel options
Floor or ceiling connectivity
Cable lay-in capability - 5” x 2” base allows for large
quantities of cables
Upward of 20 CAT 5/6 cables in powered base,
up to 75 cables in non-powered base

GENERAL DIMENSIONS

KEY FEATURES
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Available as either monolithic or pre-built segmented panels
Monolithic panels available in fabric or hard-surface laminate
Glass: Partial glazed and frameless
Segmented panels are available with perforated metal, fabric,
markerboard, and glass segments
Modern legs and supports, including compatibility with our
height-adjustable My-Hite tables
Versatile storage and accessories
Overhead storage can be upmounted with pneumatic lift or
sliding doors
All standard Fríant fabric and laminate colors available

QUICKSHIP AVAILABLE
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Available to ship in 10 working days
Choose from our most popular sizes, available in a curated
selection of fabrics and worksurface finishes
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PAINT

Monolithic and Segmented Panels
●● H: 39”, 47”, 53”, 67”, 85”
●● D: 2”
●● W: 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”
Partial Glazed Panels
●● H: 53”, 67”, 85”
●● D: 2”
●● W: 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”

ENVIRONMENT
Dark Tone

Medium Tone Cloud White

Silver

MATERIALS
Monolithic Panels
●● Fabric
●● Hard-surface Laminate
Segmented Panels
●● Perforated Metal
●● Fabric
●● Markerboard
●● Glass
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CARB compliant, made with only water-based,
non-toxic, low-emission adhesives
Certified by MAS for minimal off-gassing
Up to 45% recycled content (30% pre-consumer,
15% post-consumer) in a typical configuration
Up to 75% recyclable at the end of its useful life
May contribute to LEED points

WARRANTY
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Limited Lifetime Warranty
Visit friant.com/warranty for more details

TYPICALS

Click to visit the DRC for more

6’ x 7’, 67’H/53”H/39”H
●● Design 2 segmented panels with frameless glass
●● Mobile box/file pedestal with cushion
●● Sliding door overhead
●● Fabric tackboard

6’ x 8’, 53”H
●● Supporting lateral file and mobile box/file
●● Sliding door overhead
●● Monolithic panels
●● Taper legs

